
NUMBER WORKSHOP



WELCOME
Expectations
What to expect and what it looks like
Resources
How to help at home



EARLY LEARNING GOAL

Children count reliably with numbers from 
one to 20, place them in order and say which 
number is one more or one less than a given 
number. Using quantities and objects, they 
add and subtract two single-digit numbers 
and count on or back to find the answer. They 
solve problems, including doubling, halving 
and sharing.



COUNTING

The counting song – rhymes, songs
Counting actions 

Comparing groups of objects 



Counting objects 1-1 (Line up objects)

Matching a number of objects to numerals

Recording counting



NUMBER RECOGNITION

Just like graphemes children need to see numbers many times
Match numerals to quantities
Ordering numbers
Writing numbers



ADDITION

Begin adding one more  

Combine two sets of objects

3 2

5



Read and solve number sentences

5 + 3 =
Write own number sentences
Keep referring to real life situations and problems

“We normally have 4 people for dinner so 
we have 4 plates, but Nan and Grandad 
are coming so that’s 2 more people. How 

many plates are we going to need?”



Counting on

4 
Number bonds



SUBTRACTION

Begin taking away one 

Take a group of objects away from a set

Read the number sentence

7 – 4 =
Write own number sentences 



Keep referring to real life situations and problems

“You collected 14 sweets at 
Halloween. You have eaten 3. How 

many sweets do you have left?”

Counting back

7



DOUBLING
Double a set of objects

Double a number using objects

Recall double facts



HALVING AND SHARING
Halving shapes

Share objects into two groups

Share into multiple groups



SUPER MATHS FACTS

Doubles

Number bonds to 5 and then 10

Counting in 2s, 5s and 10s



MATHLETICS

Online program

Children get their own login and password

Sections will get unlocked throughout the year

Children can earn certificates

Make their own avatars



HOME LEARNING
Counting objects at home
Writing quantities for shopping lists
Record how many points/objects/chocolates etc.
Sharing sweets with the family
“You have scored 5 points so far – how many will you have if you score one 
more?”
“If you eat one more piece of broccoli, how many pieces will you have left?”
Practise number formation using the rhymes
www.ictgames.co.uk
Mathletics


